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The aim of this study is to analyze the behavior of electric field for distribution and 
transmission lines (30kV, 90kV, 150kV and 225kV), to verify the limits with 
tolerance thresholds defined by international standards and to respond better to EMC 
requirements for occupational and non-occupational exposure. For this purpose, 
several measurements were carried out at the Society of Electricity and Gas of 
Tunisia STEG, in order to define the electromagnetic characterization of this field. 
The implications of the experimental results are also compared and discussed with 
new international standards. The maximum intensities of the electric fields measured 
for in northern Tunis were significantly lower than the ICNIRP reference levels 
except for the 225 kV double circuit transmission line. This last will be used 
subsequently as a source of disturbance applied to the organs of the human body. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The electric field is produced by electricity or associated equipment. This field is classified as non-

ionizing radiations which are generally generated by overhead transmission lines. The potential risks 

are associated with low-frequency exposure (ELF). These fields have been widely discussed in the 

literature [1] - [20]. 

Several studies have been carried out to quantify the field density produced by the different 

overhead power lines and to evaluate these risks on their environment.  

Among them; Tukimin et al, in [1], highlight some of the result of ELF electric field that was 

conducted at residential areas around the power line which is located at the study site. In [2], the 

calculation of the electric field in the proximity of power transmission lines for different mutual 

arrangements of the wires is presented by different methods. The first method which is based on the 

Ampère law has been chosen to calculate the magnetic field around the power line. The second 

method which is based on the load distribution method has been chosen to calculate the electric field. 

Both methods are resolved numerically by Habiballah et al. [3]. The level of this field has been 

studied by Hamza in [4], using multilayer perception artificial neural network ANN. 

There are also different numerical methods that can be used to calculate fields around the power 

lines [5-11].The study of these fields is very important for the safety of human body and the 

electronic circuits operating at low power. 

The modelling of these electromagnetic fields induced in the form of power was 

developed by combining two groups of three phases of electrical lines. In this context, Biot-

Savart's load distribution methods and Biot-Savart's law were adopted to calculate three 
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dimensional electric and magnetic fields in the exposed environment [5]. Another 3D quasi-

static numerical algorithm for computation of these fields is presented by Tonci, in [6] 

Ali et al, in [7], used the Matlab software during their study for a dual tier arrangement 

132kV line. The simulation of equations is based on the law of Bio-savart and the equations 

of Maxwell, making it easy for researchers to calculate the field. Same thing, Lei Xiao et al, 

in [8], dealt with the simulations of the electric and magnetic fields in the vicinity of 500 

kV lines. The simulations are carried out by the same software for a horizontal conductor 

configurating under balanced and unbalanced conditions, and for a vertical conductor 

configuration. Djalel et al. [9], presented the methodology for calculating the radiated 

electromagnetic field produced by high voltage lines which is based on analytical 

modelling. He interpreted this field as a function of the distance of the target object. 

The empirical methods also allowed analyzing the exposures corresponding to the 

different sources of disturbances on the environment. Munno et al. [10], aimed at 

characterizing the exposure of the general population to very low frequency electro-

magnetic field (ELF). Participants in these fields exposure survey were selected at random. 

The databases obtained which will be used to analyze the current state of EM exposure 

system are calculated using the COMSOL MULTI PHYSICS software. In another study, 

these fields produced by a complex electrical system are calculated using the same software 

in [11]. This study analyzed the behaviour of the electromagnetic fields generated by this 

system in a high population area. 

The experimental characteristics of EM fields in the vicinity of the power lines are 

presented in [12, 13]. To realize these measurements and calculations, we have developed 

some equations for different power lines MV/HV based on Biot-Savart law, image and 

Maxwell theories, in order to calculate and characterize these fields respectively. 

Wafa et al. [14], present an experimental study of the electromagnetic environment in 

the vicinity of a high voltage power station located in specified area with a very high 

population density. The effects of the electromagnetic fields associated with to the power 

line on the health of the workers and human bodies in proximity of this power station have 

been analyzed. 

Said et al. in [15], studied the power lines environment which have finite length and 

other ones which are infinitely long around the first tower in the proximity of the electric 

power station. The maximum intensities of fields measured for different configuration lines 

which are close to each sub-station were significantly lower than the ICNIRP reference 

levels for occupational and non occupational exposures. In another work, the distribution of 

the electromagnetic field in a 110 kV electric system with a balanced load current and in a 

fault condition which is a short circuit are presented by Tomasz and al. in [16]. But, the 

nominal field level is significantly greater than the reference level of the ICNIRP organism. 

Anastasia and al, in [17] studied the electric and magnetic fields values in the vicinity of 

the electric power station and set out the public safety and occupational exposure problems 

to these fields. The intensities of these fields in the sub-station around 400 KV are 

presented by Aravind et al, in [18]. They confirmed that they were below the reference 

levels for occupational exposure specified by the ICNIRP. 

All these works show the electric and magnetic fields produced by overhead 

transmission lines which have potential threats to public health [19, 20]. They produced 

adverse biological effects on the human’s body. So, it is important to calculate the electric 

fields in vicinity of these lines especially under the lines which pass beside people.  

Consequently, the level of the electric fields are of increasing interest in a variety of 

situations, that’s why they are encouraging developer researchers worthwhile to develop the 

software and  experimental methods that estimates both the electric and magnetic fields 

generated by power lines accurately. The study of electromagnetic environment of the 
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distribution and transmission power lines requests a close relationship with the environment 

protection, and prevents the coupling between the radiation of electric field and its 

environment. For this reason we have carried out several measurements for the different 

configurations of the power lines 30kV, 90kv, 150kv and 225kv in great Tunis, in order to 

confirm that they were below or higher than the reference levels for occupational exposure 

specified by the ICNIRP. 

The organization of this paper is as follow, in Section 2, the materials and methods for 

this study are given, in Section 3, the experimental results of this field are presented; 

Section 4 summarizes all results and discussion of this study. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

 

Measurements of the electric field were realized using the measuring apparatus «HI-

3604 ELF Field Strength Measurement System» associated with 50 Hz overhead power 

lines (fig.2). They are carried out at different times for different configurations of the power 

lines (30kV, 90kV, 150kV and 225kV) and for three measurement scenarios along the 

direction (x'Ox). 

The measurement scenario (M1) is around the first tower which makes the 

interconnection between the transformation station and the line, the measurement scenario 

(M2) is between the (N-1)th  and Nth towers of the line and the third measurement scenario 

(M3) is located near the second tower with respect to the transformer station. 

 

 

Fig.1. Electric field measuring apparatus "HI-3604 ELF Field Strength Measurement System" 
 

This choice of positioning of the measurement scenarios constitutes a real model of the 

electromagnetic environment of the STEG network and is similar to those studied by 

Ghnimi et al. [12, 13]. The measurements were repeated 3 times for each distance under 

conditions mentioned below with very low uncertainties. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 presented the electric field measurements produced by the distribution 

power line as a function of the distance with respect to the tower for different geometrical 

configurations of the MV 30 kV lines (flat, delta, triangle and vertical). 
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The distribution line parameters of the “vertical”, triangle, symmetrical “delta” and 

“flat” line configurations are considered as shown in [12, 13]. 
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Figure 2. The intensity of the electric field measured at M1 points 
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Fig. 3. The intensity of the electric field measured at M2 points 
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Fig.4. The intensity of the electric field measured at M3 points 

 
From figures 2, 3 and 4, it can be seen that, in the case of the delta configuration, the 

field intensity reaches the highest value compared to the other configurations when 

approaching the tower. While moving away from the tower, the field intensities reach a 

maximum value in the rod configuration compared to the other. The maximum intensities 

of the electric fields measured for the different configurations of the Medium voltage (MV) 

30kV lines in northern Tunis were significantly lower than the reference level of the 

ICNIRP organism. It is also noted that the field intensities reach a minimum value for the 

vertical configuration. This is better for the installation of MV lines in high population 

areas and for compliance with EMC standards. 

Then, we have investigated the experimental characterization of the electric field 

produced by the transmission power lines (90kV, 150kV and 225kV), to confirm the 

conformance of this field with respect to or ICNIRP reference levels for occupational and 

non-occupational exposures. The measurement scenarios are the same as shown in [12]. 

Measurements of the electric field were made for two geometric configurations 

considered; a simple circuit line with the dimensions (d1 = 7m, h1 = 18m, h4 = 19,6m, i = 

1to3) and a double circuit line with the dimensions (d2 = 6m, h1 = 18m, h2 = 23m, h3 = 

28m, = 1 to 6) as shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Cross section of high voltage power lines: a) simple circuit, b) double circuit 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the intensity of the electric field measured as a function of the 

distance with respect to the tower for the three measurement scenarios of the simple 90 kV, 

150 kV and 225 kV electrical lines. 
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Fig.6. Electric field intensity measured at the M1 points 
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Fig.7. Electric field intensity measured at the M2 points 
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Fig. 8. Electric field intensity measured at the M3 points 

Figures 6.7 and 8 demonstrate that when one approaches the line, the intensity of the 

electric fields measured is proportional to the increase in the voltage level measured in the 

scenarios M1 and M3. In fact, if the voltage level decreases, the field distribution decreases 

as a function of the distance. This is not the case for the measuring points M2. On the other 
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hand, when moving away from the line, the field intensity at the measurement points M2 

has the same behavior and the field values tend towards zero. 

Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the intensity of the electric field measured as a function of the 

distance with respect to the tower for the three measurement scenarios of the double-dull 

electrical lines 90 kV, 150 kV and 225 kV. 
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Fig. 9. Electric field intensity measured at the M1 points 
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Fig.10. Electric field intensity measured at the M2 points 
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Fig.11. Electric field intensity measured at the M3 points 

Figure 9 shows, when approaching the line, the intensity of the measured electric fields 

is inversely proportional to the voltage levels for the measurement M1 points. This can be 

explained by the effect of the power station on the calculation of the field produced by the 

power lines. As the distance from the line increases, the field level is proportional to the 

voltage level and converges to zero. Same for the M2 measurement scenario, the field 

intensity is proportional to the voltage level. 

From the results we have presented in fig. 10, the electric field intensity measured at the 

measuring M2 points of the 225kV electric line is significantly higher than the ICNIRP 

reference level (5 kV / m for the electric field). For the other measurement scenarios, the 

different field configurations produced by the single and dual power lines in northern Tunis 

are lower than the ICNIRP reference levels. 

According to studies and research published by several authors [11] - [20] and aiming to 

establish a platform of regulatory exposure limits for living beings, with priority for human 

health, we propose these in table 1 which highlights the distance limit to be respected in the 

vicinity of the power lines. 

  

Table1. The recommended limit distances in relation to the MV / HT lines in the STEG 

network 

Power line voltage Recommended distances 

30 KV 

90KV 

150KV 

225KV 

50 m 

70 m 

90 m 

110m 

The intensity of the electric field decreases progressively as one move away from the 

electrical line. From 50 meters, the field created by the lines is of the order of the average 

level of the electromagnetic fields to very low Frequency emitted by electrical appliances of 
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homes, electronic circuits, and organs of human bodies; this can disrupt the electronic 

equipment operating at low power. 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

In this work the measurements of electric fields in real situations for the distribution and 

transmission lines are much more instructive in revealing the behaviour of this field in 

different situations. This field strength was found to drop very significantly against distance 

from the power lines where closer distances always showed higher field strengths. The 

maximum electric field intensities measured for the double circuit transmission line 225 kV 

were considerably higher than the ICNIRP reference levels. But, the other lines are 

significantly lower than level in the area of great Tunis. 

Future projects could see again the effect of the power line 225kV and its associated 

equipments on the organs of the human body. 
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